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Planetary Boundaries and Tipping Points

In April 2022, a reassessment of the 
planetary boundary for freshwater 
indicates that it has now been 
transgressed. This conclusion is due to 
the inclusion of “green water” – the 
water available to plants - into the 
boundary assessment for the first time.

The assessment, published in the 
journal Nature Reviews Earth & 
Environment, is based on evidence of 
widespread changes in soil moisture 
relative to mid-Holocene and pre-
industrial conditions

Licenced under CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 Credit: "Azote for 
Stockholm Resilience Centre, based on analysis in 
Persson et al 2022 and Steffen et al 2015". 



What is a bioregion?

A bioregion invites us to inhabit a place in a way that is full of 
relationship. Seeing where the natural boundaries of our bioregion 
are, we can then see the many eco-systems and human systems 
alive within it. All of these systems like fresh water and biodiversity 
or transport and health or economies and ecologies are 
connected. There is also a connecting story that starts in deep 
geological time, shows up in the landscape and soil and then in 
human culture. Bioregioning is the collective practice of bringing 
vitality to these connections, angling the systems towards 
regeneration, and taking actions for a climate resilient and 
biodiverse future. 

(Isabel Carlisle)



How big is here? 
South Devon bioregion: bounded by water



Bioregioning values civil society and regeneration

• The challenges we face are existential and systemic, whether it is poverty, racism, 
failing economies or degraded ecosystems. Climate change will amplify them all. 
We need systemic responses at a scale we can embrace.

• Resilience comes from many devolved, different, but connected actions 

• Many of the solutions are already here. Perhaps we can’t see them because they 
are ‘know-how’ rather than ‘knowledge’. 

• Telling can-do stories unlocks potential and helps to gather collective will around a 
shared vision.

• Change only happens in a place, with people who know their roles in that place. 

• We need change to come from the grassroots AND from policy-makers, with a 
space for conversations in the ‘muddy middle’ that point the way to action.

• Co-design with civil society has a big role to play in regenerating place. So does 
shared governance, joined-up conversations and radical collaboration. 



Friction points between human and geo systems are also 
acupuncture points:  Drinking Water map for South Devon

Diagram by Dr Nick Paling, Head of Evidence & Data at Westcountry Rivers Trust



We have a working

Devon Doughnut…
Draft, for demonstration purposes - scores are fictional >



Contextualized indicators and thresholds
Devon Doughnut 2021

Coast & Marine Health

The number of fishing 
vessels out of Devon's 
harbours bottom 
trawling, days per year

Health & Wellbeing

Prevalence of access to 
open-ended, low-cost 
mental health support 

Education

Frequency of moments 
when young people in 
Devon experience guided 
interaction with nature 



Twinned indicators create paths for citizens
and policy makers

Citizens Policy makers

Boundary
xxx% young 
people of school 
age prescribed by 
the NHS with 
time in nature at 
low/no cost.

Current Value 
and Trend

Around x%
and falling 
(worsening) 

Boundary
xxx% of pupils and 
parents who advocate 
for more guided 
interaction in nature
in order to improve 
student mental health.

Current Value 
and Trend

Around x%
and rising 
(improving)

“two sides of a coin”

Citizen-led
Innovation

Policy 
Change

Example: Education domain



Next steps: Bioregion-scale climate adaptation hubs

………a number of centers where information and models about resources 
and the environment are housed. There would need to be many of these 
centers, all over the world, each one responsible for a discrete bioregion. 

They would contain people with excellent minds and tools, but they would 
not be walled off, as scientific centers so often are, either from the lives of 
ordinary people or from the realities of political processes. 

The people in these centers would be at home with farmers, miners, 
planners, and heads of state and they would be able both listen to and talk 
to all of them.

The job of these centers is basically to enhance the capacity to solve 
problems in ways that are consistent with the culture and the environment. 
They are partly data repositories, partly publishing and broadcasting and 
teaching centers, partly experiment stations and extension agents. Donella 
Meadows



Website: www.bioregion.org.uk
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